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1. INTRODUCTION 

Integration of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) into the electrical power 

distribution network has gathered momentum in the recent years due to policy directives on 

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from electrical power generation. At the same time, 

increasing penetration of DERs has improved reliability and energy efficiency through 

localised generation, and has evaded the requirement for transmission network expansion. 

Modern and future electricity distribution networks will comprise of increasing penetration of 

distributed generators (DGs) (including wind turbines, photovoltaic (PV) systems, fuel cells, 

small scale hydro generators, micro-turbines and other cogeneration plants) and energy storage 

devices (batteries, super capacitors and fly-wheels). These technologies combined with 

associated loads have transformed distribution networks from passive to active networks with 

bidirectional power flows, thereby introducing the concept of microgrids. Microgrids are 

capable of operating in grid connected and islanded modes where decision making and control 

architecture are different from conventional interconnected distribution systems.  

Considering the present status of knowledge and experience related to microgrids, there 

are several areas in which new knowledge needs to be developed to ensure their successful 

integration and operation, which is the main focus of this thesis. These areas will be briefly 

introduced in the subsequent paragraphs. Dynamic characteristics of microgrids can be 

different from conventional grids, which are typically based on centralized synchronous 

generators (SGs). With the expanding number and size of microgrids, associated technical 

challenges such as (a) dynamic stability issues, (b) protection coordination, and (c) power 

quality and reliability issues will increase. Out of these, dynamic stability issues arising due to 

systems with simultaneously present inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs have received 

very little attention. Distinctive inalienable attributes of DERs, control dispatch levels, relative 

DER limits, and outside framework qualities are a portion of the essential highlights of 

noteworthy enthusiasm for connection to microgrid dynamic conduct. Besides, thorough 

transient and little flag security appraisal is considered as a critical specialized test related with 

future microgrids. Microgrids containing various DERs are in effect progressively considered 

for mix into power systems. Thinking about the potential variety of DERs in a solitary area and 

disseminated nature of such substances, it is unreasonable to speak to them as point by point 

models in control framework recreations. This has prompted a requirement for new and exact, 

however rearranged models of matrix associated microgrids. Such improved models of 

microgrids will be valuable to power utilities in performing dynamic investigations by speaking 

to network associated microgrids as streamlined generators or load units relying upon their 

capacity fare and import nature at the framework supply point. Like traditional generators, 

lattice associated microgrids can possibly have the capacity to take an interest in the vitality 
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showcase later on to accomplish specialized, money related and natural advantages. Successful 

cooperation in the vitality markets requires a far reaching comprehension of the full capacity 

of the microgrid. 

Accurate static models for DG inverters are necessary including current limiting and 

specific control schemes of DG inverters to illustrate fault response of DGs for proper 

protection system design and to be used in system planning studies, as well. Although 

dynamical modeling of microgrids can give the profile required, obviously this will be very 

time consuming and demanding for large systems. In the literature there exist several studies 

to estimate the fault current contributions of DG inverters. The studies given in address 

application of conventional analysis methods to Current Controlled (CC) DGs with limited 

fault current. Although the approaches seem appropriate for CC DGs in grid connected 

operation, they do not address Voltage Controlled (VC) DGs in the islanded operation of the 

microgrids. 

 

 2. SYSTEM MODELING 

                A microgrid, which has a generic schematic diagram as shown in Fig. 1, has two 

main operational mode; grid connected and island. In each mode microgrid DGs have 

corresponding control implementations. In grid connected mode all DGs are controlled with 

current control scheme. Depending on the type of the source in terms of being intermittent (PV, 

wind) or non-intermittent, DC link voltage regulation or PQ based current control schemes are 

the accepted common current control approaches respectively, applied to the microgrid DGs in 

grid connected mode. Note that, DC link voltage based current control regulates the DC link 

voltage at maximum power point with a very low control bandwidth (1 Hz).  

 
Fig. 1  Schematic diagram of a generic microgrid. 

                 Hence, it can likewise be named as PQ control where P set esteem (P*) compares to 

the accessible moment inexhaustible source control. In island mode, non-irregular compose 

DGs come back to a hang based voltage control while discontinuous DGs (and capacity units 

if exist) keep on operating with current control plan to extricate the most extreme accessible 

power. In Fig. 2(a) and (b), control square charts of the present control and voltage control 

plots together with single line electrical outline of the inverters are exhibited, separately.  

 There exists a LC filter at the yield of DG inverters. It should be brought up that change 

between the operational methods of the microgrids requires exchanging between the previously 

mentioned control plans for the pertinent DGs. If there should be an occurrence of an 

inadvertent islanding, quick islanding recognition assumes a basic part for appropriate task of 

the microgrid. It is additionally to be noticed that the changed hang control plans proposed for 

delicate progress like those in have the same separate consistent state conduct in every mode 
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and can be taken care of in an indistinguishable substance from the control plans displayed 

here. In both current control and voltage control plans, current controller and current limiter 

are the normal squares with comparable executions.  

 Current limiter is one of the basic control executions that impacts the blame reaction of 

DGs. Some conceivable current restricting techniques for CC DGs are portrayed. It ought to 

be noticed that in static displaying the matter of intrigue is the unfaltering state conduct of the 

present restricting procedure connected. For VC DGs a similar current constraining systems 

can be connected. For this situation, be that as it may, since the present references are delivered 

by the voltage controller in a shut circle (see Fig 2 (b)), hostile to twist up and lock up 

procedures ought to be thought about. The voltage controller in voltage control scheme and the 

current controllers in both schemes can be implemented in either synchronous dq frame, 

stationary αβ or natural abc frame. The common approach is use of PI controllers with 

additional feed-forward compensation, implemented in synchronous dq frame. The coupling 

impedance Zc shown in the block diagram of the voltage control scheme in Fig. 2(b), is required 

for stability of islanded microgrids and intentionally placed to provide enough stability margin 

for LV microgrids that have negligible line impedances. It can be implemented either 

physically or virtually by proper control implementations. Power controllers, on the other hand, 

dictate the main characteristics of steady-state behaviors of VC and CC DGs. They are dealt 

separately in the following parts in connection with corresponding steady-state behaviors of 

DGs for both control schemes. 

 

 
Fig. 2  Microgrid DGs control implementations. (a) Block diagram of current control scheme. 

(b) Block diagram of voltage control scheme. 
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2.1 Steady-State Behavior of DGs Under Current Control Scheme 

Power controller of the current controlled inverters provides current references for the 

current controllers. There are a wide range of current reference determination approaches with 

respect to a tradeoff between the accuracy and quality of the power injected. In case of 

unbalanced networks, inclusion of negative sequence current components increases the 

accuracy of the instantaneous power injected and reduces the input power oscillations but with 

the expense of reduced power quality.  

 
Fig. 3  Generic power controller for current control scheme. 

             Static demonstrating bargains just with the enduring state practices of CC DGs thus 

itemized dialog of current reference assurance approaches is out of the extent of this 

examination. Because of its straightforwardness and the powerful quality it gives the normal 

power control technique, connected in the synchronous dq outline, has been executed in this 

examination. The bland power controller, in light of this approach, is displayed in Fig. 3. In PQ 

control mode, deviations of DC connect voltage can be redressed with an extra PI controller by 

modifying direct pivot present as proposed. Notice that if there should arise an occurrence of a 

discontinuous DG source requiring most extreme power following, the DC connect voltage 

direction control is the essential wellspring of the dynamic current reference and the PQ control 

may contribute briefly with regards to auxiliary administrations.  

 The deliberate channel capacitor current (ifdq − iodq) is added to the yield current 

reference to acquire the channel inductor current reference. To build the nature of yield streams 

low pass channels (LPFs) with a data transmission in the scope of 5-10 Hz are utilized as 

appeared in Fig. 3. LPFs likewise wipe out the zero and negative arrangement segments in 

lopsided systems prompting a positive succession based channel inductor current reference.  

 Be that as it may, yield channel capacitor conducts uncontrolled negative arrangement 

streams in ordinary mode and positive grouping ebbs and flows, too in the present restricting 

mode. Note that zero grouping streams don't exist in three leg inverters. Because of this dialog, 

together with a responsive power infusion based current constraining methodology, static 

attributes (in complex space) of CC DGs, with a power controller plot as in Fig. 3. 

 

2.2 Steady-State Behavior of DGs under Voltage Control Scheme 

Power controller of VC DGs generates voltage references for the voltage controller as 

shown in Fig. 2(b). In Fig. 4 block diagram of the droop based power controller is presented.  

m is active power – frequency droop coefficient and n is reactive power – amplitude droop 
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coefficient. Po and Qo are filtered (average) active and reactive power outputs of the droop 

controlled inverters, respectively.   

 
Fig. 4 Droop based power controller for voltage control scheme. 

 Since the low pass power filters wipe out zero and negative grouping segments, hang 

direction is substantial just for positive succession voltage and current segments of VC DGs. 

Along these lines, in unfaltering state VC DGs display adjusted yield channel capacitor voltage 

directed. The other static practices of VCDGs are additionally directed as takes after. In 

relentless express all DGs have the same working recurrence. Responsive power sharing of 

hang controlled inverters isn't just subject to hang coefficient, n yet in addition managed by the 

coupling impedances between DGs. Accordingly, there does not exist an unequivocal 

articulation for the relentless state receptive forces of the hang controlled inverters. Luckily, 

gives a required relentless state condition regarding top yield voltage and responsive intensity 

of the hang based DGs intrinsically, and can be specifically utilized as a limitation in the static 

models of the hang controlled inverters. Current constraining, then again, can be connected as 

in a similar way in CC DGs. Note anyway that, since current references are produced by the 

voltage controller in a shut circle in VC DGs, discovery of current constraining condition is a 

testing issue for static displaying of VC DGs. 

 

2.3 Fault Analysis of Islanded Microgrid 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed static modeling approach in case of faults, 

the microgrid has been configured as shown in Fig. 5.  

 
Fig. 5  Test microgrid for fault analysis. 

         In this situation, the microgrid is islanded and equivalent stoop managed inverters (DG1 

and DG2) are also added to the microgrid, located at distribution transformer substation. In 

addition, there exists a consumer PV inverter related to Bus 3. The microgrid is a 60 Hz, 

220Vl−l (rms) community, grounded at the distribution transformer secondary and at the 
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inverter clear out capacitors star points. Note that, region of islanding switch on the excessive 

voltage side of the distribution transformer is effective for safety motive. 

 

3. SIMULATION MODELING AND RESULTS OF  FAULT ANALYSIS OF  

ISLANDED MICRO GRID  

 
Fig.6 simulation diagram of fault analysis of islanded microgrid. 

            To evaluate the performance of the proposed static modeling approach in case of faults, 

the microgrid has been configured as shown in Fig. 6. In this case, the microgrid is islanded 

and two equivalent droop controlled inverters (DG1 and DG2) are also added to the microgrid, 

located at distribution transformer substation.  

In addition, there exists a consumer PV inverter connected to Bus 3. Note that, location 

of islanding switch at the high voltage side of the distribution transformer is advantageous for 

safety reasons. Inverters have a nominal power of 5 kVA with a peak current limit of 40 A 

(twice the rated current), and are operating at rated power before the fault is applied. The fault 

is three-phase to ground fault with a ground resistance of 1Ω, applied at t=0.6s at Bus 6 as 

shown in Fig. 7 The threshold fault voltage level for VC DGs to switch to the current limiting 

mode has been set as Vf = 160 V. Under these conditions, static modeling analysis results for 

droop controlled inverters and PV inverter output currents before and after the fault have been 

obtained as follows(table-1), 

Table-1: peak current values 

 Peak current 

Before fault After fault 

Droop inverters 20 35 

PV inverter 22 35 
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Fig 7  Dynamic simulation results for droop controlled inverter currents.  

 
                        Fig. 8 Dynamic simulation results for PV inverter current. 

The current values obtained above indicate that the droop controlled inverters were 

subjected to modern proscribing after the fault whereas contemporary stage of PV inverter has 

now not reached restrict stage. Dynamic simulation consequences, on the other hand, for the 

stoop managed inverters and PV inverter is offered in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. For 

evaluation, static evaluation effects for PV inverter modern-day earlier than and after the fault 

is superimposed on the dynamic evaluation bring about Fig. 7. As seen, the static evaluation 

version determines the consistent-nation values of dynamical factors quite efficaciously. Since 

PV inverter reference cutting-edge is low skip filtered, output present day settles down with a 

put off and plays some oscillations after the fault, but ultimately reaches the expected regular-

state value. 

 
Fig.9  Grid voltage (Bus 1) when current limiting is not applied to the inverters. 
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           Fig.10  Grid voltage (Bus 1) when current limiting is applied to the inverters.  

 

Figs. 9 and 10 present dynamic simulation results of the Bus 1 voltage for the cases 

with and without current limiting applied to the inverters, respectively. Note that, Bus 1 node 

is the factor beyond the coupling impedances of droop controlled inverters whose voltage is 

used to discover fault condition and corresponding contemporary control mode in static 

fashions of voltage managed inverters. Without cutting-edge limiting, grid voltage reduces 

from 200 V peak to 125 V peak with an inverter output modern of 75 A peak. Note that the 

brink voltage must be high sufficient to stumble on contemporary limiting mode as it should 

be (it wishes to be higher than 125 V in this situation) however low enough to differentiate the 

regular operation circumstance from the defective situation. The correct threshold voltage 

value may be determined with a -step solution. In the first step, VC DGs are blanketed to the 

machine without current restricting. 

 If currents of VC DGs exceed their restrict values then in the second step they're 

included with cutting-edge limiting with a threshold voltage determined in line with the output 

voltages of step one. It must be cited that if stoop coefficients are arranged to be able to provide 

proportional electricity sharing among the VC DGs, then all droop managed DGs are predicted 

to switch to current proscribing mode simultaneously. Current limiting, on the other hand, 

dramatically reduces the fault voltage tiers in the microgrid as seen in Fig. 9. Note that, this 

greater voltage discount rising from modern-day proscribing may be used for fault detection in 

microgrid protection structures as an opportunity to the traditional over-cutting-edge based 

totally fault detection strategies. 

                                  

4. CONCLUSION  

                  Microgrid inverters present specific steady-state behaviors due to their specific 

control features such as droop control and current limiting that cannot be processed with the 

conventional power flow analysis tools. Analyzing the network with dynamic models, on the 

other hand, is quite compulsive and takes too long time due to computational burden and 

complexity as the network enlarges. In this look at, it has been proven that static equations of 

an islanded microgrid, such as slump primarily based DG inverters, has enough constraints to 

be solved by using numeric methods. By using the usage of phasor simulation technique it has 

been shown that advanced static models for DG inverters, based totally on the restrictions of 
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hunch manage and present day limiting, can be used to perform energy waft analysis of small 

to medium scale microgrids which include faults. The advanced static models also include 

realistic aspects of DG inverters consisting of contemporary based totally restricting instead of 

powers and outcomes of output filter capacitors. Static modeling with phasor simulation 

technique allows the time unfold load flow analyses significantly.  

                   The convergence of the phasor simulation technique has mentioned that the 

proposed stoop and limit present day constraints offer enough situations for the analysis of 

massive microgrids using numeric methods, as well. On the alternative hand, the detection of 

present day proscribing calls for a special attention due to the lack of a modern reference 

statistics in power controller of the voltage managed DGs. As a solution, a grid voltage based 

modern limiting detection has been proposed, where threshold voltage may be determined with 

a -step answer. It has been shown that the proposed approach serves the reason in case of 

symmetrical faults. 
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